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Dear All,

Thank you for taking the time to visit the After Schools Club (ASC) Programme Booklet for Term 3 2021/22. 
This booklet has been compiled to help both parents and students when making decisions within the ASC 
Programme. Please see the booklet as your companion to the programme!

This term will feature a slightly reduced offering of activities, particularly for our Secondary students, as 
many students reach a critical period for academics. However, we have endeavoured to offer a range of 
activities that honour our popular activities and provide new opportunities also.

Our staff are offering a wide range of activities throughout the different age groups and students were still 
able to select from a many and varied range of choices, despite largely being online. The ASC Programme 
aims to provide students with a platform of learning that is beyond the conventional curriculum or 
sometimes is just not possible in the regular curriculum due to time constraints.

• This results in a mixture of academic enrichment, sporting, performing arts and creative arts activities.

• All activities will run from 3:00pm until 4:00pm on the respective days

• Students can register for more than one activity per week, by completing more than one registration 
form.

• All activities will be live but may be supported through videos or recorded materials

• This is a perfect opportunity for students to access opportunities that might be limited within the 
scope of the curriculum. This is a perfect opportunity to learn something new.

• Activities for EYFS are limited to reduce screen time and also for KS4/5 (year 10-13) to help facilitate 
academic commitments.

If at all you have any questions about the ASC programme, please feel free to contact me. All details for 
the registration process can be found within this booklet. I hope the activities we have assembled here are 
just what you are looking for from the ASC programme this term and I look forward to seeing you all once 
activities begin shortly. 

Mr. G. Obie
ASC Programme Coordinator 

INTRODUCTION TO AFTER SCHOOL CLUBS
Term 3 2021/22
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QUIZ CLUB
Available for Years 1 - 3

Quiz club will get you thinking in the best way! We will have 
quizzes based on a range of different topics, of your choice! 
You will look at working in teams, working independently, 
possibly gaining new knowledge about things you may have 
never thought of and meeting new friends.

MONDAYS

LEGO CLUB
Available for Years 1 - 6

Do you love being creative? Can you think outside the box? 
Do you have your own LEGO bricks? If your answer to these 
questions is YES, YES, YES then look no further than LEGO ASC. 
We will be developing our critical thinking skills while having 
lots of fun constructing our weekly challenges with the best 
resource in the world! I can’t wait to see you there!
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SPANISH BLOOKET LEAGUE
Available for Years 3 - 6

Practice your Spanish while playing and competing 
with Blooket.



ORIGAMI CLUB
Available for Years 7 - 10

Origami: the art of folding paper. Join me in making awesome 
animals completely out of paper! All you need is curiosity, 
perseverance, and (coloured) squared/Kami paper.

KARAOKE CLUB
 Available for Years 7 - 9

Feel like you are on La Voz (The Voice) in this club! Spanish 
Karaoke club is great if you like to practise the language by 
singing songs, studying the lyrics, learning new vocabulary 
and pronunciation, and Hispanic Culture through music. Sing 
your heart out with us!

MINDFULNESS
Available for All ages

Mindfulness means paying full attention to something. It 
means slowing down to really notice what you’re doing.
Being mindful is the opposite of rushing or multitasking. When 
you’re mindful, you’re taking your time. You’re focusing in a 
relaxed, easy way.
Being mindful can help you: pay attention better; be less 
distractible; learn more; stay calm under; avoid getting too 
upset about things; slow down instead of rush; listen better 
to others; be more patient; get along better; feel happier and 
enjoy things more.
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MODEL UNITED NATIONS CLUB
Available for Years 6 - 12

Are you a leader? Are you interested in world politics and 
how the United Nations operates? Model United Nations is an 
academic simulation of the United Nations where students 
play the role of delegates from different countries and attempt 
to solve real world issues with the policies and perspectives 
of their assigned country. For example, a student may be 
assigned the United Kingdom and will have to solve global 
topics such as nuclear non-proliferation or climate change 
from the policies and perspectives of the United Kingdom.
The goal is that our BSY students will prepare and attend a Model UN (virtual) conference in Dubai. Once 
our team has registered for a conference, we will receive a country to represent. Each student on the 
team will be in a different committee with a different topic to research and represent. For example, we 
could be assigned China and have different students representing China in the disarmament committee, 
the human rights committee, the development committee, and so forth. Schools with larger teams will 
receive additional countries. 
This club is a big commitment as you will need to be very self directed and expected to complete 
“assignments” from week to week that may need to be completed outside of the club time. We will use 
the ASC time to present information, work on speech delivery, debating, negotiating and resolution 
writing.
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WEDNESDAYS

PAINTING CLUB
Available for Years 1 – 6
Painting Club is a relaxing, creative time for all of Primary from 
years 1 - 6. Guided by students’ interests, we take the creative 
flow in directions they choose, with shared art inspiration each 
week, a relaxed time painting with music together, and an 
opportunity to show work and celebrate progress at the end 
of each session. We will begin with discussion of which styles 
we want to explore more of in the upcoming weeks (cartoon? 
realism? surrealist?) before delving into some longer projects 
in the final term of Painting Club this year.



STUDY CLUB
Available for Years 7 - 10

Study club will focus on a range of different strategies to 
maximise study away from the classroom. It will give you the 
chance to work and have access to a teacher who might be 
able to best advise a way to tackle different tasks.

JOURNALISM CLUB
Available for Years 7 - 13
Ever fancied being a budding journalist. Ever wondered what it 
takes to get the ‘scope’ and that ‘scoop’. Journalism is a great 
career which offers wide opportunities worldwide and the 
chance to improve research and language skills. If this seems 
like your kind of club, give it a go.

OPEN TRIVIA CLUB
Available for Years 7 - 13
Do you enjoy competing against fellow trivia buffs, asking and 
answering questions across a broad range of topics? Open 
Trivia Club is a great opportunity for you to show off your trivia 
skills and build your own knowledge along the way.
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MOVIE CLUB
Available for Years 6 - 8

Movie Club! Do you like movies? We do! Movie Club is about 
looking at movies through a different lens. Movies are made 
to be enjoyed, but they also tell stories with themes and have 
deeper messages for their audience. Movie club will look at the 
way films are created in order to better understand themes as 
well as help you make connections between films and real life.

CHALLENGE THE TEACHER (Primary)
Available for Years 2 - 6

Come every week with a challenge for a variety of teachers, 
as they set you challenges back!! Pit yourselves in a range 
of activities and learn new skills too. One week, it could be 
juggling, next week baking! Let’s see what you can create in 
the space of an hour. The possibilities are endless.

THURSDAYS

CHALLENGE THE TEACHER (Secondary)
Available for Years 7 - 10

Come every week with a challenge for a variety of teachers, 
as they set you challenges back!! Pit yourselves in a range 
of activities and learn new skills too. One week, it could be 
juggling, next week baking! Let’s see what you can create in 
the space of an hour. The possibilities are endless.



GAMING CLUB
Available for Years 7 - 10

Do you enjoy playing games at home? Then do it at school too! 
Do you get told not to waste your time on games? Then why 
not make your gaming part of your schoolwork!

ART FROM AROUND THE WORLD
Available for EYFS - Year 6

Each week, we will be looking at artists and techniques from 
around the world.

PHOTOGRAPHY CLUB
Available for Years 7 - 13

Taking pictures is something we all do almost  everyday,  but 
it is still an art form. How many of us know how to take the 
perfect picture? How well can you edit? Do you have the skills 
and understanding of light exposure and proximity? If all this 
intrigues, this is the club for you.
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ACTIVITY DAY EYFS Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8 Y9 Y10 Y11 Y12 Y13

Quiz Club Monday x x x x x x x x x x x

Lego Club Monday x x x x x x x x

Spanish
Blooket League Monday x x x x x x x x x x

Karaoke Club Monday x x x x x x x x x x x

Origami Club Monday x x x x x x x x x x

Mindfulness Monday

Painting Club Wednesday x x x x x x x x

Model UN Wednesday x x x x x x x

Study Club Wednesday x x x x x x x x x x

Journalism Club Wednesday x x x x x x x

Open Trivia Club Wednesday x x x x x x x

Challenge the Teacher 
(Primary) Thursday x x x x x x x x x

Challenge the Teacher 
(Secondary) Thursday x x x x x x x x x x

Movie Club Thursday x x x x x x x x x x x

Art from Around
the World Thursday x x x x x x x

Gaming Club Thursday x x x x x x x x x x

Photography Club Thursday x x x x x x x

ASC MATRIX
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REGISTRATION PROCESS

 

 ASC Term 3 REGISTRATION FORM

Please click and complete the Google form above to register. The deadline for registration is noon, 
Thursday, May 5th. Thank you.

Each student is able to register for ONE activity per week, for this term. The final week for activities will 
be the week beginning Monday, June 20th. It is important to remember that:

• Some activities have number caps, so you may not get the activity you registered for. If so, you will 
be contacted to discuss alternative options. If activities are over subscribed, preference will be given 
based on those who registered earliest.

• Some activities may require equipment and/or utensils.

• Some activities will need preparation beforehand, so you are ready to begin at the start of the lesson, 
such as the LEGO Club.

• As well as standing for After School Clubs, ASC also stands for A Serious Commitment!!! When making 
your selection, please be conscious of the following:

• The programme will run for several weeks. It is important to be present and punctual when you have 
your ASC, just like any regular school day lesson

• Some activities may require commitment beyond of the scope of the ASC, in order to run smoothly, 
such as the Model United Nations.

• Please make informed decisions about your ASC. Do not register unless you are committed, as this may 
prevent other students from getting a place in that club. Follow your passion or try to find a new one.

Once the registration deadline has passed, you will be contacted to confirm your place, along with the 
details of how to join the class online. Activity leaders may also be in touch if there are specific needs/
requirements for the class too.  I wish you all an amazing term of ASCs - please do not hesitate to contact 
me if you have any questions or concerns.

Best Regards,

Mr. G. Obie
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https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1qHcG6vnVmLiQ54knkyTXnwNLNa6hLDwOORmAjMLVmAY/edit?ts=626906e3
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1qHcG6vnVmLiQ54knkyTXnwNLNa6hLDwOORmAjMLVmAY/edit?ts=626906e3


https://www.nordangliaeducation.com/our-schools/myanmar/yangon/british

